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Flux-Line Pinning in Bi2Sr2Cal Cu20 Crystals: Interplay of Intrinsic
2D Behavior and Irradiation-Induced Columnar Defects
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%e report on flux-line pinning in Bi2Sr2Ca)Cu20, crystals by a well-defined defect structure produced
through 0.5-6eV iodine irradiation. Along their path these ions create columnar damage tracks of 5 to
l0 nm in diameter. Even when flux lines are aligned parallel to these tracks, the measured activation en-

ergies at low temperatures and small fields do not exceed 70 meV and the critical currents decline rapid-

ly with increasing temperature. The small pinning energies are explained quantitatively by pinning of
two-dimensional pancake vortices instead of complete flux lines.

PACS numbers: 74.70.Vy, 74.60.6e, 74.60.3g

One of the striking features of the high-temperature
superconductors is the large superconducting anisotropy
[I). In the Bi-based materials this effect is especially pro-
nounced due to the large distance between the Cu02 lay-
ers compared to the coherence length g„.Theories as-
suming two-dimensional superconducting layers separat-
ed by insulating material [2] lead to the idea of pancake
vortices [3). This model has important implications for
the mechanism of Aux-line pinning, and its validity for
the Bi-based compounds leads consequently to drastic
constraints in technical applications at liquid-nitrogen
temperatures. In this Letter this model will be tested by
the determination of the interaction volume between de-
fect and vortex. For this purpose we introduced very an-
isotropic line defects as pinning centers in the Bi2Sr2-
Ca) Cu20 compound using 0.5-6eV iodine ions to create
amorphous tracks along their paths through the material
[4]. Previous experiments on both polycrystalline materi-
al and single crystals using oxygen ions [5] and neutrons
[6] yielded an increase in critical current, but no change
in the pinning energy was observed in the polycrystalline
material, although these particles produced a spectrum of
defects ranging from Frenkel pairs to large clusters.
High-energy heavy-ion irradiation experiments were
mainly performed on Y-Ba-Cu-0 material: Xe or Pb on
thin films [7-9) and single crystals [10). The recent re-
sults of Civale et al. [11],using Sn ions, demonstrated an
increase of both the irreversibility fine and the critical
currents. But according to Clem [3] Y-Ba-Cu-0 is not
the appropriate material to test the pancake model be-
cause of its significantly lo~er anisotropy. In the Bi and
Tl system few data exist up to now [12-14].

For irradiation, Bi2Sr2CaiCu~O single crystals were
grown from the melt using A1203 crucibles [6]. The crys-
tals had typical dimensions up to 2x2x (0.02-0.1) mm .
Thin crystal sheets of thickness d=5-14 pm were ob-
tained by cleavage of thicker crystals and cut to dimen-

sions of approximately 1 X1 mm . The critical tempera-
tures before irradiation, measured by ac susceptibility,
range from T=80 to 86 K with transition widths of
hT 1-4 K.

The irradiation was done at the low-temperature facili-
ty of VICKSI at the Hahn-Meitner-Institut in Berlin at a
temperature of approximately 70 K. Afterwards, the
samples were warmed up to room temperature. As pro-
jectiles we used 0.5-6eV ' I ions which have a projected
range of about 27 pm in Bi2Sr2CaiCu20„; the electronic
energy loss varies by less than 20% within the sample
thickness. The direction of the ion beam was parallel to
the c axis. In order to confirm the columnar defect struc-
ture, an irradiated crystal (dose pt =5x 10' ions/cm )
was prepared for transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) analysis. Figure I shows a TEM high-resolution
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FIG. I. TEM image of an irradiated cyrstal (dose 5x IO'

ions/cm ) with the view direction parallel to the ion tracks. In-
set: The same region under a tilt angle of 20 .
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image with the electron beam parallel to the ion tracks.
Disks with a diameter of 5-10 nm are observed with a
density that corresponds directly to the applied dose. The
inset of Fig. 1 shows the same region imaged under a tilt
angle of 20, verifying that the ion-induced defects are
indeed continuous cylinders. The damaged region was
not analyzed in detail but might be amorphous.

A number of crystals were irradiated with different
doses der =2x 10', Sx 10', 1 x10'', 1.5x10'', and 2.5
x10'' ions/cm . The reduction of the critical tempera-
ture was nearly linear with a slope of hT, /pt =2.6
x 10 '' K(ions/cm ) '. In the further discussion it will

be useful to express the dose as dose-equivalent field
value, 8& =Appal (@p is the elementary fiux quantum). At
8=Be the density of vortices just equals the density of
ion tracks. The applied doses correspond to 0.4, 1„2,3.1,
and 5.2 T, respectively.

Critical currents were determined magnetically using a
commercial SHE SQUID magnetometer. Figure 2(a)
shows the magnetization current density j,„,at T =10 K
derived from the width of the magnetization loop h,M us-
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I" IG. 2. (a) Magnetization currents j,„,vs the applied mag-

netic induction Bi],. before and after iodine irradiation at T= 10
K. The arrows indicate the dose where B=B&. In the region
left of the dotted line the self-field exceeds the applied field (see
text). (b) The same data vs the normalized field 8/8~ exhibit-
ing a universal j, a:8 -' behavior.
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ing the Bean model [15]: j,.„,=3AM/ppD (D is the aver-

age diameter of the crystal). The field is applied parallel
to the e axis and therefore parallel to the ion tracks.
There is a marked enhancement of j,.„,due to the addi-
tionally generated pinning centers. It is surprising that
the values of j,„,at low fields 8 & 0.58& are close to those
measured at 5 K in Sn-irradiated Y-Ba-Cu-0 [11]at cor-
responding ion doses and in the same range as obtained
for epitaxially grown thin films of Y-Ba-Cu-0 [7] and

Bi2Sr2CaiCu20, [1]. With increasing field j,.„,decreases
faster in Bi-Sr-Ca-Cu-0 than in Y-Ba-Cu-O.

We note that the field range of j,. enhancement gro~s
with the applied dose. This becomes even more evident in

Fig. 2(b) where j„„,is plotted versus the rescaled field

8/Be. For 0.58&~ B~ 28& the critical current closely
follows a universal curve with j, ~8 for all doses in-

vestigated. We take this as strong evidence that 8/Be,
which is just the average number of vortices per ion track,
is the relevant parameter to determine the volume pin-

ning force. For high fields 8 & 8& there must remain an

excess number of vortices which can only interact with

the pinning centers present in the crystal prior to irradia-
tion. Consequently, j,.„,approaches, for 8+28&, the ex-
ponential j, (8) curve ("scaling law" [16]) for zero dose.
In contrast, at low fields each Aux line is pinned by an ion

track and j,„,exhibits a weaker field dependence as long
as 8 (8&/2 In th. e low-field regime we must take into

account the role of the self-fie)d, too. The magnetization
currents in the disk-shaped samples generate both radia1

and axial self-field components of the order of ppj, „,d/2

[17], where d =10 pm is a typical sample thickness. In

the region left of the dashed line in Fig. 2(a) the self-field

exceeds the applied field and controls the j,. (8) behavior.
Above 10 K the critical currents decline rapidly. At
T =60 K, j,.„,decreases after irradiation from 5 x 10'
A/cm at 8=0 T by 1 order of magnitude in a field of
0.1-0.15 T. No correlation with the dose is observed.
This result is in striking contrast to the observations on

Sn-irradiated Y-Ba-Cu-0 crystals [11] where j,„,in-

creases with the dose and is enhanced to some 10' A/cm'

at 77 K even in fields of some teslas. According to TEM
analysis the nature and desity of the defects at equal
doses of Sn and iodine ions are similar. Therefore, this

discrepancy has to be attributed to the large difference in

the anisotropy of these two materials.
F'or a closer investigation of the pinning process, we

measured the magnetization decay M (i) Effective.
activation energies U(B, &t) were evaluated using U

=i&~T[g '+In(ra/r)] [lg], where 5=[1/M(rr, )]
xdM(r)/dlnr is the logarithmic slope derived from the

M(r) curve, rr, is the time of the first measurement after
field settlement (rl, ——100 s), and r is an a priori un-

known relaxation time. We used a reasonable value of'

~ = 10 ' s. Figure 3 shows U at T = 10 K as a function

of the ion dose for different field values. In the unirradi-

ated state U has an intrinsic value of 30-35 meV. As a

result of the heavy-ion-induced defect structure. U in-
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FIG. 3. Pinning energies U vs the dose-equivalent field B& at
various magnetic inductions B. The arrows indicate the dose
where B Bq.

FIG. 4. Schematic picture of vortex pinning on an ion track
in CuDp planes.

Here d=l. 5 nm is the separation between the Cu02
planes, ppH, =1 T the thermodynamic critical field,
(,b =1.8 nm the coherence length, and X,b =270 nm the
London penetration depth. We regard an ion track as a
stack of presumably normal-conducting disks with diarne-
ter 2R=10nm (see Fig. 4). For a trapped vortex the ra-
dius of the inner edge of the current system is now R in-
stead of g,b and the vortex energy is reduced to

(@od/p04&kab) ln(~ab/R). Therefore, the pinning
energy of one pancake vortex is

U=E, , —E, =E,+, In
@o'd R

P 04%A.y Cab
(2)

With the material parameters listed above we obtain
E, = 35 meV and U = 70 meV. This is just what we ob-

creases markedly, similar to j, (8). The effect on U
remains small as long as 8 & 8&, i.e., the number of de-
fects is less than the number of vortices. In this "saturat-
ed" case flux creep is controlled by thermal activation of
the unbound excess vortices which interact with the in-
trinsic defects in the crystal. In the intermediate region
U varies roughly with 1/8. Only for an appropriate ma-
jority of defects, i.e., 8&& 28, does U saturate at a level
which is significant for the interaction between vortex and
ion track.

Because after heavy-ion irradiation one type of defect
is predominant, it is tempting to interpret our results
within a microscopic picture of the defect-vortex interac-
tion. We start with Clem's pancake-vortex model [3] for
which the shielding currents, circulating around the
normal-conducting vortex core, are restricted to the
copper oxide double planes. The energy of such a pan-
cake vortex is the sum of the core energy E, plus the en-
ergy E, of the magnetic field and supercurrents [19]:

2

z,, =z, +s, - H, ~g.bd+ ln—pQ 2 2 @Qd

2 p 04K', ab gab

serve as saturation value U at 10 K and 8=0.1 T. We
argue that this low-field limit is the unmasked interaction
as in this case the average distance between vortices is of
the order of A,,b, so that they may be regarded as fairly
isolated.

This success of the pancake pinning model has impor-
tant implications regarding the general nature of the de-
pinning process under Lorentz forces in the Bi2Sr2Ca~-
Cu20, compound. The field applied parallel to the
columnar defects should be the most favorable situation
for pinning. Even if we take into account that vortices
are curved due to the transverse self-field component, the
interacting length between a bent vortex and a straight
defect should comprise many Cu02 layers. The total
binding energy is the sum of the single-pancake interac-
tions [Eq. (2)] and therefore may well be many electron-
volts. This is in sharp contrast to our Aux-creep results
which state that the single-pancake-defect interaction
determines the eA'ective activation energy. Obviously
thermally activated depinning of a pinned vortex does not
occur as one single event but in a stepwise manner as a
sequence of liberations of individual pancake vortices.
Figure 4 visualizes this process. This basic depinning
process may occur at random positions along the vortex
or perhaps in a ziplike manner, until the Aux line has en-
tirely moved to the next pinned position. As becomes evi-
dent regarding Fig. 4, this mode of depinning inevitably
implies a considerable amount of shear between the pan-
cake vortices in adjacent planes. To be energetically
favorable, the associated elastic shear force must be less
than the pancake pinning force. Indeed, elasticity
theories [3,20] for the vortex lattice in a layered super-
conductor predict an enormous reduction of the relevant
tilt modulus e44 by a factor of (A.,b/d) —10 compared
to the bulk value in an isotropic superconductor. This ap-
plies for a strongly anisotropic material like Bi2Sr2Ca]-
Cu20 with mainly magnetic coupling between the pan-
cake vortices. In the much less anisotropic Y-Ba-Cu-0
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the coupling of adjacent Cu02 layers is stronger. A
thermal activation process may include several pancakes
with an accordingly larger activation threshold and less
reduction of j, by Aux creep at elevated temperatures.

As a further test of this picture of the elementary pin-
ning mechanism after heavy-ion irradiation it is interest-
ing to estimate the critical current to be expected. To get
an upper limit we assume that each pancake vortex is

trapped by an ion track. This is the case in the low-field
limit B«B~ where direct summation of the individual
forces to a volume pinning force is appropriate. At
T=10 K and 8=0.1 T the factor U/kT is about 80.
This means that j,„,after 100 s did not decay too much
below the depinning critical current j„o=(U/R)/pod.
With the data given above we get an estimated upper lim-
it j„o=7x10 A/cm . This calculated j, is about a fac-
tor of 5 larger than the observed low-field values obtained
in the heavily irradiated crystals. The difference might
be due to Aux-creep effe:ts or to uncertainties in the
effective radius R. A further uncertainty arises from the

inff

uenc of the self-fields.
In summary, we have produced a well-defined colum-

nar damage structure in BizSr2CaiCuzO, crystals by
heavy-ion irradiation. After irradiation we found in the
field region 8&/2 (8 (28& a universal j,~8 behav-
ior. The enhancement of j, and U at low temperatures
and fields can be understood quantitatively applying
Clem's pancake model. We found evidence that depin-
ning occurs as thermally activated hopping of single pan-
cake vortices in a Cu02 double layer. Efforts should be
directed towards materials with a larger number of Cu02
layers which enhance the energy of a single pancake vor-

tex accordingly or towards improving the interlayer cou-

pling so that the vortices act merely as coherent linear ob-
jects like in isotropic superconductors.
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